PILOT'S FLIGHT OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
ARMY MODEL
P-80A-1 AIRPLANE

This publication replaces AN 01-75FJ-1
dated 5 March 1945.

This publication contains specific instructions for pilots and should be
available for Transition Flying Training as contemplated in AAF Reg. 50-16.

Appendix I of this publication shall not be carried in aircraft on combat
missions or when there is a reasonable chance of its falling into the hands
of the enemy.

Published under joint authority of the Commanding General, Army Air
Forces, the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics, and the Air Council of
the United Kingdom.

NOTICE: This document contains information affecting the national defense
of the United States within the meaning of the Espionage Act, 50 U.S. C.,
31 and 32, as amended. Its transmission or the revelation of its con-
tents in any manner to an unauthorized person is prohibited by law.